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Abstract 

 

For digital protection there are many methods, out of which text watermarking scheme is one of the most effective method. 

However, directly applying text watermarking to image and text documents will detract the invisibility and robustness of embedded 

watermarks. Text watermarking schemes is one of the most effective method for digital document protection. The direct 

implementation of text watermarking to the web document can detract the invisibility and robustness of embedded watermark. In 

this paper  number of watermarking technique on web documents, which is comprised of three processes like generation of 

watermark, embedding watermark and detection of watermark from web document with some different approach than the 

traditional one.   
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, there is tremendous growth of Internet and it is an attractive and rapid of electronic information distribution. Now 

information is going paperless and is transforming into electronic information over the paper distribution. But it also makes 

protection of its intellectual property very difficult. Once the information is available on the Internet, it’s open to any threats like 

illegal copying, distribution, tampering and authentication. Intellectual rights for the information available on web are a serious 

issue.  

A process for changing electronic or physical media to embed a machine-readable code into the media is called Digital 

Watermarking. The media may be modified such that the embedded code cannot easily detect to the user, it may be detected 

through an automated watermark detection process. Mainly digital watermarking is applied to media signals such as audio signals, 

video signals and images. However, it may also be applied to other types of media objects, including word documents or any other 

documents, software, multi-dimensional graphics models. There are two component that are present in digital watermarking i.e., 

an encoder and decoder, embeds the watermark in a host media signal that can be done by encoder, and reads and detect the 

embedded watermark from a signal suspected of containing a watermark that can be done by decoder. 

Any watermarking system is divided into three different process, i.e., the process of watermarking embedding (figure 1), the 

process of watermarking extraction (figure 2) and the process of watermarking detection (figure 3). In watermarking embedding 

there are three inputs, the first one is original text document which we select for embedding one or more watermark inside it, 

second input is one or more watermark to be embed and third one is different secret keys which is used for embedding watermark 

in original text document. We use secret key due to which it increase the robustness and security of our watermark. In embedding 

process, the text document, watermark and the key together generate watermark text document as shown in figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: The Process of Watermarking Embedding 
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In extraction process there are two inputs, the first one is the watermark text document and second is keys, as we want to extract 

only watermark but it embedded using keys so keys are also need as input. The extraction algorithm works on watermarked text 

document and keys and gives us watermark inserted by user as shown in figure 2.  

 
Fig. 2: The Process of Watermarking Extraction 

 

If any attacker wants to access the document but user wants to detect first that document contains watermark or not for that 

purpose it uses detection process. Detection process take only one input and it only gives indication that original text document 

contains watermark or not. The detection process is done by detection algorithm as shown in figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3: The Process of Watermarking Detection 

II. RELATED WORK 

 Information Hiding Techniques for Steganography and Digital Watermarking 

Katzenbeisser et al. [1] proposed STC (Space-Tab Coding) to embed watermark by adding tab and by adding space into web 

document. Space Tab Coding doesn't impact on display HTML text, but has weak robustness for any added space. Or tab loss may 

cause the watermarks detection fail; besides, watermark capacity is limited which using only two tags to code watermarks. The 

watermark should not be placed in perceptually insignificant regions of the image (or its spectrum), since many common signal 

and geometric processes affect these components. The problem then becomes how to insert a watermark into the most perceptually 

significant regions of the spectrum in a fidelity preserving fashion. 

 A PCA-Based Watermarking Scheme for Tamper-Proof of Web Pages 

Zhao and Lu proposed to alter the case of HTML tags in HTML 4.01 or prior versions, which cannot only embed watermark but 

also avoid increasing the document size. But there are obviously two drawbacks: one is that the latest W3C standard pointed out 

the next version of HTML tags is case sensitive and must be lowercase and the other is any tag loss will cause whole watermark 

unrecoverable [2]. 

 Secret Communication through Web Pages Using Special Space Codes in HTML Files 

I-Shi Lee and Tsai [3] embed some special space codes in the HTML text to embed watermarks into the web page. The codes, 

replacing the space code ASCII 0x20, appear as white spaces in HTML text as well, there are ASCII CODE such as &#32 and 

&#160 etc that are used in this technique. There is no change or doesn’t impact on display. However, its robustness is low when 

we added special space and loss may lead to the watermark detection failure. Data hiding by using steganography concept is a 

good way for secret communication. It is convenient to use the web page as a communication channel by hiding secret messages 

in the HTML file of a cover web page, due to high accessibility on the Internet. A advantage here is that the secret message cannot 
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be destructed illegally unless the HTML file modified and the website publishing the web page is intruded. About hiding data in 

the HTML, protects a Java applet in an HTML file from being copied by hiding a special 8-character string with a secret key within 

the Java applet. We hide binary data in HTML files using various properties of tags like attributes for bit encoding. 

 A Review of Digital Watermarking Techniques for Text Documents 

According to Zunera Jalil et al., the process of embedding unique information into a digital text document is called Digital Text 

Watermarking [4]. An unlawful reproduction and redistribution of information content and copyright violations can be escape by 

applying text watermarking methods on text documents. There are many watermark techniques available for image, audio and the 

video but very few watermark techniques for text documents. Whenever information can exchange over the internet text is a highly 

adopted medium. It is necessary to protect text on internet that is e-papers, websites, letters, legal documents, etc. is the plain text. 

Text protection is the need of the day by using digital watermarking solution. 

 DWTC: A Dual Watermarking Scheme Based on Threshold Cryptography for Web Document 

Daojing Li and Bo Zhan proposed in DWTC [5], Generation process of watermark in dual watermarking on web document using 

threshold cryptography scheme which enrich to high robustness, watermark slices is needed when we recover the original web 

documents. Embedding watermark on web document using the dual watermarking scheme based on threshold cryptography, the 

characteristics of vertical layers of web document that does not affect while displaying the web documents which brings to 

conclusion that means watermark invisibleness. The detection process used when some layers of watermark slices is missing then 

we want to read backup watermark slices from the head of previous layer that also brings to conclusion that means enhance the 

watermark robustness. The embedding process can be done in both directions that are vertical and horizontal for double watermark 

segment; this can be viewed as a dual watermarking scheme. In designing of watermarking schemes, invisibleness and robustness 

are main issues. DWTC is designed for web page watermarking with high invisibleness and robustness. 

 Robust Techniques of Web Watermarking Using Verbs, Articles and Prepositions 

Nighat Mir proposed robust technique for embedding watermark in web documents using English grammar terms. In this 

technique, natural language digital watermarks are proposed for the web based electronic data [6]. And a problem of investigating 

authorship of web based text/data is investigated with an improved security. Several robust techniques of web page imperceptible 

digital watermarking using Verbs, Articles and Prepositions is already present for the protection of content available on World 

Wide Web. To generate a secret key, this technique use natural watermarks which is combined with an author id to protect a web 

page. By using popular and standard AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) the secret key was further encrypted. And this secured 

encrypted key is embedded with the web page for the protection of authorship rights. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we review various watermarking techniques. All these novel techniques are invented by researchers all over the world. 

Finally we have conclusion that watermarking is performed on all languages which talk and write in overall the world. Some 

researchers focus on the constructs of language some targets grammars and some emphases on the special character used by or 

used in the languages. It is also shows that there is large amount of work on text documents, videos, images, and animations. 
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